ABSTRACT
Wafer Chip Scale Package (WCSP) integrated circuits are a great option for saving printed-circuit board (PCB) area when the circuit takes, but integrated circuits (ICs) with smaller pitch and multiple rows of pads push the PCB to use via-in-pad technology, thereby increasing board cost. While this might be normal for wearable and hearing aid type applications, there are other applications, such as charging cases for total wireless stereo technology and industrial scanners, that can get by without via-in-pad layout and leverage from a small form factor design. In this application report, the *BQ21061 I2C Controlled 1-Cell 500-mA Linear Battery Charger With 10-nA Ship Mode, Power Path With Regulated System (PMID) Voltage, and LDO* is routed without using any via-in-pad. This saves not only on board cost for the PCB but also demonstrates very small form factor for a feature-rich device.
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1 Introduction
When every little detail matters and cost must be reduced without sacrificing functionality, in-pad vias become the easiest design feature on a PCB to remove. When it comes to WCSP packages, such as the BQ21061, a lack of vias can make accessing pins and routing to pins difficult and non-ideal. To combat these problems, two designs were implemented that are small form factor and two-layer solutions that combine functionality and saves on board area.
The first solution utilizes a diagonal trace to connect LP to an NC pin. Though limited by PCB manufacturing capabilities, it provides the simplest access to the low-power mode of the device. Low-power mode provides a low quiescent current and extends the run time of the device. The second design takes a user input pin to the gate of a MOSFET that connects the MR pin to ground or leaves it floating. Typically, communication to the device is not available in battery mode as it is prevented when the LP pin is pulled down to put the device into low-power mode. Communication with the BQ21061 device can be activated once MR is pulled down when the device is in low-power mode.

Both designs take advantage of pin optimizations to create situations where the device is still functional, routable, and accessible. The following layout guide enables a user to use the BQ21061 chip scale package and discusses the steps taken in the design of two configurations as well as their features.

2 Design A: Routing LP pin With 4.5-mil Copper Spacing

One pin in particular is able to bypass the issue of routing and become accessible through the NC2 pin. As the NC2 is a floating no connect pin, the LP can be shorted with it and retain its functionality, creating an easy access point to route the LP pin. Figure 1 shows a diagonal short in the top layer on these two pins and Figure 2 shows the spacing between the trace and an adjacent pin.

Figure 1. Design A: Top Layer
Figure 2. Design A: Showing the Spacing Between the LP Trace With Adjacent pin

Figure 3. Design A: Bottom Layer
**Advantage of the LP pin and routing**

To create an accessible LP pin for routing, the design takes advantage of two factors: the NC2 pin and a 4.5-mil trace clearance. The NC2 pin is a no connect pin on the WCSP package that is more accessible than the LP pin. To be effective, the NC2 pin can be connected with the LP pin, effectively giving the LP pin more accessibility when it comes to routing this pin. The second factor is the 4.5-mil spacing between trace and an adjacent pin. With such little room to maneuver between pins on a WCSP package, finding ways to connect the two pins without in-pad vias and only two-layers while satisfying a 4.5-mil width clearance. Figure 4 shows the implementations of these two factors.

![Figure 4. Design A: Routing Between the LP pin and the NC2 That Satisfies 4.5-mil Copper Clearance](image)

The limiting factor for this design is the copper clearance requirement. This is because it is highly dependent on the capabilities of the PCB manufacturer. The use of this design is only available when the PCB manufacturer can agree to building a PCB with this clearance. Otherwise, no access to the LP pin is available, leaving low-power mode inaccessible.
3 Design B: Toggling MR Through NMOS to Exit Low-Power Mode to Perform I2C Transactions

Many products have no push-button interface and only use an n-MOSFET (nMOS) connected to a microcontroller to control wake up and other actions. One of the features of the BQ21061 device is that you can access I2C controls when MR pin is low.

![Figure 6. nMOS Schematic for Toggling the MR pin](image-url)
Design B: Toggling MR Through NMOS to Exit Low-Power Mode to Perform I2C Transactions

Figure 7. Design B: Top Layer

Figure 8. Design B: Bottom Layer
The MR pin is described as a pin that allows the user to reset or wake up the BQ21061 device from ship mode. In this design, the main functionality is providing active battery mode to the device. Active battery mode allows the device to communicate over I2C while only being powered by a battery. It should be noted that wake timers and hardware reset registers may have to be adjusted in this design.

To provide a way for the user to interact with the MR pin, a MOSFET is used. Figure 6 shows a 2N7002 MOSFET used with a capacitor and resistor to control the MR pin.

The MOSFET now allows for the user to use a signal to pull the MR pin to ground to reset, wake up, or interact with the device through I2C. When the gate of the MOSFET is high, the MR pin is pulled low and allows for communication. Otherwise, the MR pin is internally pulled up to BAT through a 900-kΩ resistor. Figure 9 shows the inability to communicate with the device when the MR pin is high and communication being valid when the MR pin is pulled low.

![Figure 9. I2C Communication When MR is low](image)

Notably here is the MR signal waveform. The gate of an nMOS is pulled high through a GPIO which allows the MR pin to be pulled low. As shown, I2C communication is attempted before and after the MR is pulled low and only occurs once the MR pin is low. When battery voltage is the only voltage source present, I2C is normally not possible if the device is not in active battery mode.
Summary

Two designs have been created for the BQ21061 device that optimize pin connection and functionality to reduce solution size and reduce cost. The first design is dependent on a 4.5-mil trace width that connects the LP pin and the NC2 pin, allowing for the low-power pin to be accessed on the PCB. In the event where PCB manufacturing constraints do not allow for this solution to be possible, the second design allows for I2C communication while LP is pulled low through the use of a MOSFET that can pull MR low. Both designs optimize the pin connections, allowing for full functionality in situations where small form factors and efficiency are a priority.
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